
  All wiring in protective PVC conduit
 and junction box’s, Hella LED lights

 fitted as standard throughout.

  Entire trailer fully abrasive blasted
 before painting.  Body and chassis

 painted in 2 pak primer and paint.

 Fully welded body internal and
 external to eliminate corrosion.

 One piece pressed sides, no
 internal or external ribs.

The RWT    (design and
patent protected) is a next generation 
end tipper and is a leader in it’s class, 
with a solid reputation for quality, long 
lasting construction and reliability.  
All components are computer profile
cut for neatness and accuracy.  This 
model can be manufactured to any size 
or specification to suit your needs.

STANDARD FEATURES

 Model · RWT TRI 350 - SL

RWT TRI 350 SL · Ver: 1.1 · 05/2008

 Unique ‘U’ shaped design body gives greater
 impact resistance and wear characteristics

 and eliminates the need for main runners
 and cross bearers.

 Models range is from ‘Low Tare’ for maximum  
 payload to ‘High Impact’ for heavy duty work.

  Body completely fabricated from high quality, 
hi-tensile Hardox 450® steel giving maximum 
strength and minimum wear capabilities.
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8990 or 9590 (Overall)

6950 or 7550 
   Other variations
 available upon

 request.

Roadwest RWT               - Standard Equipment

RWT Tri Axle

   Unique pressed ‘U’ shaped body for increased
 stability whilst tipping, eliminates product ‘hang-up’  

 and improves fl ow of product for quick discharge.

  Heavy duty tail gate with rubber door seal. Slopped 
back with single swing is standard. Square back, 
double swing is available as an option.

   All non processed steel components are
 CNC Plasma/Oxy profile cut for neatness

 and accuracy.  

    LED side lights fitted to galvanized arms for
 protection of wiring and ease of future maintenance.

   Durable plastic radius guards over tyres with spray 
suppressant. Rubber flaps to front and rear with

 aluminium protection plate on rear guard.

  Heavy duty dual claws on tail gate with automatic 
locking mechanism. Air operated version also 
available.

 Large full width pivot for increased stability,
 minimal wear and longer operational life.

 Design also allows easy removal of body.  

  Fabricated steel tow bracket to rear with air,
 electrical and hydraulic couplings. Rubber protection  

 fl aps as standard. Ringfeder optional.

  40 tonne Edbro external trunnion mounted hoist, 
chromed top stage with bushed foot mountings.

 Front access ladder as standard.
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Roadwest RWT reserves the right to change or alter the specifi cations on any of their trailers or products without notice.


